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 Comprehensive policy. You Need This Book! Prepared to relocate to sunnier climes, clear of duties,
schedules, and alarm clocks? Uncover what it really is you really miss about work… and it could surprise
you. You don’t want that! Browse this first! U. This publication is your insurance coverage against those
pitfalls. Browse it and you’re covered. Wait! And several retirees report feeling, stuck, blue, disappointed,
and wondering why the heck they're so bored calming in the Costa Rica sun sipping Margaritas. Hello? The
simple truth is, retirement is an enormous life transition that may trip you up if you’re not vigilant. Full
indemnity against the blues and complete warranty for a great retirement! She enjoys her semi-retirement.
The Retirement Rebel is required reading for anyone getting ready to retire. Funny, practical, upbeat— it’s an
entertaining, practical, and occasionally surprising self-help information for retirees committed to making it
work from the get-go. This is not a publication about pensions, savings, insurance, or health programs.
Instead, it will display you how to prevent 4 major pension pitfalls that can spoil your peace of mind.
Discover the #1 reason you can obtain stuck and how to avoid it. Realize exactly why you obtain the blues
and what that can be done about it. And absolutely determined this will be the best time you will ever
have?S. News & World Record tells us that the typical retiree today spends four hours a day watching
television.Thinking about Retiring? Or it can be the best time of your life. Margaret Nash spends her period
as a self-help article writer, life-coach, and seminar head in San Miguel de Allende, a lovely, artistic, option
haven in the central highlands of Mexico. She grew up in the States, resided in England for many decades,
and now resides in sunny Mexico. She has been an effective practicing NLP trained trainer and trainer for
nearly 20 years. It’s such as a huge tidal wave of modification sweeping over you.
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A fearless approach to retirement "This is your time. Worth reading. I Love Margaret Nash's Motivational
Series Hippie in mind resonates with me even though I actually was actually a Bohemian and considered
myself a beatnik rather than a hippie. I would learn to dance, sit in the coffeeshop watching the new globe I
had selected to retire in, At first I was happy, after that something happened. Great Go through!!Out of
desperation I found a book called "Retirement Rebel". For years I dreamed of my retirement. Loved the
publication! I’m currently clearing out closets and that’s simply the start. Her advice is usually so helpful,
which book is a good resource for individuals who haven't determined how they will fill their times after
leaving the corporate jungle.Jan Most irritating 1st two chapters I have ever read I endured the first chapter
where Houston was constantly trashed and the writer identifies herself and her readers as rebel hippies, then
more of the same in the next chapter, and I had enough. choose the book it will transform your life. She has
a saucy humor which is a great method to absorb the kind of wisdom I just wish my grandmother had shared
with me! She makes me laugh out loud.We retired some years ago and work out of my house and I find We
am frequently overwhelmed . This publication gives solid, useful advise and examples on how best to deal
with the things that weigh me down and is normally helping me create a better balance in my life.!. Out of
desperation.I highly recommend this book and wonder what topic she will chose for her next one!. I
experienced the 'doldrums'. I missed the pleasure of closing a deal and operating around other folks, so I'm
trying to find something to replace that. I would move to that charming small city in central Mexico. "The
Retirement Rebel" takes a sane look at a stage in life that can seem daunting and overwhelming... I don’t
usually find new suggestions in a book. I'm a retired Real estate agent and the bit about missing a challenge
after retirement really strike home for me! I didn't believe it was for me, but did feel drawn to this reserve.
And, WOW as I started reading my life and my selection of pension fell into place..... With such a dramatic
shift in my lifestyle and my attitude...I bought Margaret's various other books. I might reread it...We’ve
learned a lot from all of Margaret Nash’s books which is no exception. However, basically we were all non-
conformists and free of charge spirited and yesterday’s bohemians and hippies are today’s university
professors, journalists and high level executives who wouldn't commence a day without meditation.I guess it
might be a good reserve for hippies who under no circumstances lived in Houston (they are always the
experts) that is a lovely town (how can a city with award winning theatre, opera, ballet, chefs and
restaurants, 2nd largest art colony in the united states, largest infirmary in the country, NASA, and more, be
labeled a wasteland?) so I gave it two stars. Enjoyed it! Fun to read! This book is excellent whether you’re
retired, semi-retired, considering retiring, or working at home. Anytime you don’t have a normal job where
you’re doing work for someone else, you should avoid these 4 pitfalls. I liked the author's love of life - It
managed to get fun to learn!" Margaret Nash shows us how exactly to enter retirement without fear! It had
some new concepts for me to chew on. I was no longer living my desire.The one thing I can let you know.
Beautiful writing on a topic that's so close to and .and with this publication I started to understand what was
going on with me personally.. Beautiful writing in a topic that is so close to and dear to your hearts. Many
thanks Margaret for this gift!
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